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1 IntrodutionThe spetaular growth in data traÆ and the surging demand for diverse servies has led to a dramatiinrease in demand for data transmission apaity. Reent advanes in wavelength division multiplexing(WDM) tehnology [5, 7℄ are expeted to provide solutions to this hallenge. WDM supports multiplesimultaneous hannels, eah on a di�erent wavelength, on a single �ber. WDM systems operating at aggregaterates exeeding one Terabit per seond have been demonstrated, while systems supporting rates of tens ofGigabits per seond are beoming ommerially available.As future networks based onWDM tehnology are developed to support data traÆ and the Internet, theymust be designed and optimized for that purpose. In partiular, a number of new and hallenging problemsarise in the area of sheduling data pakets over multiple wavelengths, both in a loal area environment [17℄and in a bakbone network onsisting of IP routers [15℄. In this paper we onsider a sheduling problemwith appliations to paket-swithed optial WDM networks, and we prove that it is NP-hard for both thepreemptive and the non-preemptive ases. We then present two eÆient approximation algorithms for thisproblem. For the preemptive ase, the approximation algorithm is based on a natural deomposition of theproblem into the lassial multiproessor sheduling and open-shop problems. For the non-preemptive ase,we develop two list sheduling algorithms, the seond of whih is a 2-approximation algorithm for both theon-line and o�-line ontexts.The paper is organized as follows. In the next setion we de�ne the sheduling problem under study, andwe motivate it by desribing its relationship to paket sheduling in WDM optial networks. In Setion 3we present an o�-line approximation algorithm for preemptive sheduling, and in Setion 4 we present botho�-line and on-line algorithms for the non-preemptive ase. We onlude the paper in Setion 5.2 Problem De�nition and Appliations2.1 The Sheduling and Wavelength Assignment (SWA) ProblemWe onsider a setM of m proessors and a set J of n; n > m jobs. Eah job Jd 2 J is de�ned as a set of noperations, Jd = fO1d; O2d; � � � ; Ondg, and psd denotes the proessing time of operation Osd. The objetiveis to shedule the n jobs on the m proessors so as to minimize the makespan, or maximum �nish time ofthe shedule, subjet to the following onstraints:C1. All operations of job Jd are exeuted on the same proessor.C2. The operations Osd and Osd0 annot be simultaneously exeuted, for all s; d 6= d0.C3. A proessor may exeute at most one operation at any time instant.C1 and C2 de�ne a set of ompatibility onstraints among the di�erent operations. Spei�ally, twooperations Osd and Os0d0 are said to be inompatible if either s = s0 or d = d0; otherwise the operations1



are ompatible. Inompatible operations annot be exeuted simultaneously. Constraint C1 also impliesthat one an operation of job Jd has been exeuted on a proessor x, then all operations Osd; s = 1; � � � ; n;must be exeuted on the same proessor x. However, the proessor on whih the operations of a job Jd areexeuted is not known in advane, rather, it is determined as part of the solution to the sheduling problem.Furthermore, the operations of a job Jd an be exeuted on proessor x in any order.The sheduling problem de�ned above an be logially deomposed into two sub-problems. Beause ofonstraint C1, the �rst sub-problem is to assign eah job Jd to a proessor x, meaning that all operationsof Jd will be exeuted on x. Given this assignment of jobs to proessors, the seond sub-problem is toshedule the operations on their assigned proessors so as to minimize the makespan, while also satisfyingthe ompatibility onstraints C2 and the proessor onstraint C3. This deomposition leads to a naturalway of solving the sheduling problem by applying existing algorithms to eah sub-problem in isolation, asdisussed later. However, we will also show that it is possible to design algorithms to simultaneously solveboth sub-problems, and these algorithms are more eÆient than the two-step approah desribed above.We will refer to this type of sheduling problem as the Sheduling and Wavelength Assignment (SWA)problem, sine it arises naturally in paket-swithed optial WDM networks, as we explain in Setion 2.3.We have also hosen to use s and d as subsripts for the operations to reet the fat that, in the networksettings desribed in Setion 2.3, operation Osd orresponds to the amount of traÆ to be transmitted froma soure s to a destination d in the network.We now introdue notation that will be useful in later setions. Let Tseq denote the sum of the ompu-tation times of all operations, let Dmax be the maximum amount of omputation time required by any job,and let Smax denote the maximum amount of omputation time assoiated with any soure s:Tseq = nXs=1 nXd=1 psd (1)Dmax = maxd=1;���;n( nXs=1 psd) (2)Smax = maxs=1;���;n( nXd=1 psd) (3)Let Coptmax denote the optimal makespan. We obviously have that:Coptmax � Tseqm (4)Coptmax � Smax (5)Coptmax � Dmax (6)2.2 Related Classial Sheduling ProblemsThere are two lassial sheduling problems that are losely related to the SWA problem we onsider inthis work. The �rst one is the multiproessor sheduling problem [6, 11℄, in whih we have a set of n tasks2



that must be sheduled on m mahines in suh a way that the makespan is minimized. As in the SWAproblem, the tasks an be exeuted on any mahine and their proessing times are not mahine-dependent.It is well-known that the multiproessor sheduling problem is NP-hard [6℄, and that any list-shedulingalgorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm [10℄. Note that this result is very important, sine it remainsvalid in an on-line ontext. Of ourse, for the o�-line ase, there exist algorithms whih provide signi�antlybetter performane guarantees. These inlude the LPT (Largest Proessing Time) algorithm, whih is a 4/3-approximation algorithm, and the MULTI-FIT algorithm, whih guarantees a relative performane of 1.2 [4℄.In addition, there exists a polynomial time approximation sheme (PTAS) for the multiproessor shedulingproblem that is due to Hohbaum and Shmoys [12℄. The main di�erene between the multiproessorsheduling problem and the SWA problem is that in the former, the n tasks are assumed to be pair-wiseindependent, and thus, any two tasks may be sheduled simultaneously on di�erent proessors. In the SWAproblem, on the other hand, there is a set of ompatibility onstraints among the operations, as de�ned byonstraints C1 and C2, whih prevent the simultaneous exeution of ertain operations.The seond related problem is the open-shop problem where we have a set of n jobs with m operationseah [11, 9, 14, 8℄, suh that the l-th operation, l = 1; � � � ;m, of a job must be proessed on mahine l. Similarto the SWA problem, under open-shop sheduling, the operations of any given job may be proessed in anyorder. The preemptive version of the open-shop problem is solvable in polynomial time [9℄. A polynomial-time algorithm also exists for the non-preemptive open-shop problem with m = 2 proessors [9℄. However,the general non-preemptive open-shop problem is known to be NP-hard, and it has been shown that anylist-sheduling algorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm [13℄. Here also, it is interesting to point out thatthis result holds in the on-line ontext.2.3 AppliationsWe now desribe several network environments where the SWA problem arises.Broadast WDM optial networks. Consider a WDM optial network with n nodes interonnetedvia a broadast star that supports m < n distint wavelengths [16℄. Nodes ommuniate by exhanging�xed-length pakets, and the time it takes to transmit a paket is taken as the unit of time. Sine thereare fewer wavelengths than nodes, paket transmissions by several nodes may share a single wavelength,and the problem of sheduling these paket transmissions arises. At the same time, an important objetivein suh a network is load balaning aross the di�erent wavelengths, sine it has been shown that networkperformane deteriorates signi�antly if the traÆ load onentrates on a few wavelengths [18, 19, 1, 2℄.Let us assume that the long-term traÆ requirements of the nodes are known, let Osd denote the operationof transmitting pakets from node s to node d, and let psd be the number of pakets that need to betransmitted between these two nodes in the network. Let us also assume that the nodes are equipped withfast-tunable transmitters, so that no ost is inurred when a transmitter swithes from one wavelength toanother, but that reeivers are �xed-tuned to a ertain wavelength. Let us also onsider the operationsof transmitting pakets to a single reeiver d as a job Jd. Then, sheduling the paket transmissions over3



the m wavelengths is equivalent to the preemptive SWA problem, sine the transmission of the psd paketsof operation Osd an be preempted (at the end of any paket) and ontinued at a later time. Note that,minimizing the makespan for this problem implies balaning the traÆ aross the various wavelengths byproperly assigning the �xed-tuned reeivers to wavelengths.WDM IP routers employing multi-protool label swithing (MPLS). Consider a bakbone networkof n high-speed IP routers interonneted by �ber lines eah supporting m distint wavelengths. The routersemploy MPLS [3℄, whereby eah IP paket arries a speial label used by the routers to forward the paketto its destination bakbone router, avoiding omputationally expensive IP table lookups. To avoid paketreordering at the destination router, pakets for a given destination d (i.e., those arrying the same label)must be sent over the same wavelength in a �rst-ome, �rst-served order. Sine IP pakets are of variablelength, a non-preemptive SWA problem arises in this ase.Supporting paket traÆ over WDM SONET/SDH rings. In this senario, a node on a SONET/SDHring must transmit ATM �xed-size ells or IP variable-size pakets over the m wavelengths in the ring.Assuming that there are n destination nodes and that traÆ to eah destination must be arried on thesame wavelength, the traÆ sheduling problem is equivalent to the SWA problem.While all the appliations desribed in this setion are in paket sheduling in WDM networks, for the restof the paper we will use terminology from the multiproessor sheduling literature. The reader should keepin mind, however, that the terms \proessor," \omputation time," and \job" orrespond to \wavelength,"\transmission time," and \destination" in the network environment.3 Preemptive ShedulingLet us �rst assume that the operations Osd of any job Jd are preemptable, i.e., there is no ost in preemptingan operation and resuming it later on the same proessor (refer to onstraint C1). We have the followingresult.Lemma 1 The preemptive SWA problem is NP-omplete.Proof. Consider an instane of the SWA problem withm = 2 proessors and n jobs. Eah job Jd, d = 1; � � � ; n,of the instane onsists of a single operation Odd with non-zero proessing time pdd (i.e., all other operationsOsd; s 6= d; s = 1; � � � ; n, of job Jd are suh that psd = 0). Sine an operation may not hange proessor aftera preemption, this speial ase of the preemptive SWA is equivalent to the PARTITION problem [6℄, whihis NP-omplete.An approximation algorithm for the preemptive SWA problem may now be obtained by onsideringthe problem deomposition desribed previously. The approximation algorithm onsists of two steps. The�rst step assigns jobs to proessors in a way that attempts to balane the amount of work (i.e., the totalproessing time) assigned to eah proessor. The seond step is to apply existing approximation algorithms4



to the resulting open-shop problem.Algorithm DA (Deomposition algorithm)S1. Let Pd be the total proessing time required by job Jd, Pd =Pns=1 psd. Considering eah job Jd as anindependent task with proessing time equal to Pd, run an approximation algorithm for the resultingmultiproessor problem to assign eah job Jd to a proessor.S2. Let Jx denote the set of jobs assigned to proessor x at the end of Step S1. For eah proessor x,reate new operations O0sx with proessing time p0sx =PdjJd2Jx psd. Now, the original SWA problemhas been transformed to a preemptive open-shop sheduling problem with m proessors and operationsO0sx. Run the Gonzalez and Sahni algorithm [9℄ to obtain an optimal shedule for the new open-shopproblem.Lemma 2 Algorithm DA is an approximation algorithm for the preemptive SWA problem.Proof. Corretness. Step S1 assigns eah job to a ertain proessor, thus, all operations of a job will beexeuted on the same proessor, satisfying onstraint C1. In Step S2, a preemptive open-shop problem isonstruted, suh that the proessing time of an operation Osx for a soure s on proessor x is the sumof the proessing times of operations Osd for whih job Jd has been assigned to proessor x. Consider twojobs Jd and Jd0 , d 6= d0. If the jobs have been assigned to two di�erent proessors, the Gonzalez and Sahnialgorithm ensures that onstraint C2 is satis�ed. If the jobs have been assigned to the same proessor,onstraint C2 is also satis�ed sine, whenever operation Osx is being proessed, at most one of operationsOsd or Osd0 (whih are part of Osx) is proessed, but not both. Finally, the operation of the Gonzalez andSahni algorithm does not violate onstraint C3.Approximation laim. Consider the preemptive open-shop problem in Step S2, and letD0max (respetively,S0max) denote the maximum omputation time assoiated with any proessor (resp., soure). By onstrutionof the open-shop problem we have that: S0max = Smax (7)where the quantity Smax for the original SWA problem is de�ned in (3). Note, now, that an �-approximationalgorithm is used in Step S1 for the multiproessor sheduling problem. This approximation algorithmrespets onstraint C1 only, therefore the optimal for the multiproessor sheduling problem is at mostequal to the optimal for the SWA problem. Thus,D0max = � Coptmax (8)where Coptmax refers to the SWA problem. Sine the Gonzalez and Sahni algorithm for the preemptive open-shop sheduling problem is optimal [9℄, the shedule produed by the deomposition algorithm has lengthCDAmax = maxfD0max; S0maxg � � Coptmax (9)where the last inequality follows from (6). 5



The above lemma implies that, if we use LPT (respetively, MULTI-FIT) in Step S1, then the de-omposition algorithm is a 4/3-approximation (resp., 1.2-approximation) algorithm. On the other hand,the deomposition algorithm beomes a PTAS if the PTAS developed by Hohbaum and Shmoys for themultiproessor sheduling problem is used in Step S1 to obtain the assignment of jobs to proessors.4 Non-Preemptive ShedulingLet us now onsider the non-preemptive SWA problem, whereby, one an operationOsd has started proessingon a ertain proessor x, it must be ompleted before the proessor an start exeuting another operation.The following lemma proves that the non-preemptive version of the problem is also NP-omplete.Lemma 3 The non-preemptive SWA problem is NP-omplete.Proof. Consider an instane of the non-preemptive SWA problem with m proessors and n jobs. Eah jobJd, d = 1; � � � ; n, of the instane onsists of a single operation Odd with non-zero proessing time pdd (i.e.,all other operations Osd; s 6= d; s = 1; � � � ; n, of job Jd are suh that psd = 0). This instane onsists ofn independent tasks (the n operations Odd) and m < n proessors. Thus, the well-known NP-ompletemultiproessor sheduling problem [6, 11℄ is a speial ase of the non-preemptive SWA problem.4.1 Algorithm Based on Problem DeompositionAn algorithm based on a problem deomposition, similar to the one developed for the preemptive ase inSetion 3, an also be applied to this problem. However, non-preemptive open-shop sheduling is an NP-omplete problem [9℄, but it is known that any list sheduling algorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm forthis problem [13℄. Therefore, instead of the Gonzalez and Sahni optimal algorithm for preemptive open-shop sheduling, a 2-approximation list sheduling algorithm for the non-preemptive open-shop shedulingproblem is applied in Step S2 of the deomposition algorithm DA in Setion 3. We now have the followinglemma.Lemma 4 If an �-approximation algorithm is applied to the orresponding multiproessor sheduling problemin Step S1 of the deomposition, then the deomposition algorithm DA is a 2�-approximation algorithm forthe non-preemptive SWA problem.Proof. Corretness. The proof of orretness is similar to the one given for the preemptive SWA problem inLemma 2.Approximation Claim. If an �-approximation algorithm is used in Step S1 for the multiproessor shedul-ing problem, by onstrution of the open-shop problem we have that (refer also to the proof of Lemma 2):D0max = � Coptmax (10)6



S0max = Smax (11)where the quantity Smax for the original SWA problem is de�ned in (3). Sine list sheduling is a 2-approximation algorithm for the non-preemptive open-shop sheduling problem [9℄, the shedule produedby the deomposition algorithm has lengthCDAmax � 2 maxfD0max; S0maxg � 2� Coptmax (12)where the last inequality follows from (5).We now note that, while the deomposition algorithm DA will orretly shedule the operations of thenon-preemptive SWA problem (i.e., the resulting shedule will satisfy onstraints C1, C2, and C3), it mayatually do more than is needed to satisfy the non-preemption requirement. Consider jobs Jd and Jd0 , d 6= d0,if they exist, that have been assigned to the same proessor x. In Step S2 of the algorithm, a new operationOsx; s = 1; � � � ; n; is reated for the new open-shop problem, with a proessing time equal to the sum of theproessing times of operations Osd and Osd0 (and, possibly, the operations of other jobs assigned to the sameproessor) of the original SWA problem. The list sheduling algorithm in Step S2 applied to the open-shopsheduling problem will ensure that the operation Osx will not be preempted, while the requirement for theoriginal SWA problem is simply that operations Osd and Osd0 not be preempted.4.2 Algorithms Based on List ShedulingWe now present list sheduling algorithms for the non-preemptive SWA problem. We �rst show that a naiveimplementation of list sheduling an produe shedules that are a fator of m from the optimal shedule.We then desribe a more re�ned version of list shedule that yields a 2-approximation algorithm for thenon-preemptive SWA problem.We will need the following de�nitions in our disussion. A job Jd is said to be assigned to proessor x attime t if:1. no operation Osd; s = 1; � � � ; n, has been exeuted (fully or partially) on any proessor before time t,and2. proessor x is idle at time t and starts proessing some operation Osd; s = 1; � � � ; n, at that time.Beause of the problem onstraints, one a job Jd is assigned to proessor x, all operations Osd; s = 1; � � � ; nmust be exeuted on x. An operation Osd is alled shedulable on proessor x at time t if:1. job Jd has not been assigned to a di�erent proessor y at some time t0 < t, and2. an inompatible operation Os0d0(i.e., suh that s = s0 or d = d0) is not being exeuted by anotherproessor y at time t.When a proessor x beomes idle at some time t, it an only start proessing an operation that is shedulableat time t. 7



4.2.1 List Sheduling, version 1Algorithm LS1 (List sheduling, version 1)All the tasks Osd, s; d = 1; � � � ; n, are initially arranged in an arbitrary list L. Consider a proessor x whihbeomes idle at time t. If list L is empty, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, proessor x starts proessingthe �rst shedulable operation Osd in L, and the operation is removed from the list. If no shedulableoperation is found in L, proessor x remains idle until time t0 > t at whih another proessor y that wasbusy at time t ompletes its operation. At time t0, proessors x and y eah san list L to selet a newshedulable operation to proess. (Ties are broken arbitrarily).Lemma 5 Algorithm LS1 is an m-approximation algorithm for the non-preemptive SWA problem.Proof. Corretness. By onstrution, the algorithm ensures that a proessor may exeute at most one oper-ation at any time instant, thus satisfying onstraint C3. The de�nition of a \shedulable" operation above,and the requirement that a proessor, upon beoming idle, selets a shedulable operation for exeution, alsoensure that the algorithm will never violate onstraints C1 or C2.Approximation Claim. Let CLS1max denote the makespan of a shedule produed by algorithm LS1, and letTidle denote the total idle time (over all m proessors) in this shedule. We �rst observe that at no point intime an all m proessors be idle in a shedule produed by using algorithm LS1, thus, Tidle � (m�1)CLS1max.Beause of (4), we obtain: CLS1max � Tidle + Tseqm � m� 1m CLS1max + Coptmax) CLS1max � mCoptmax: (13)The following problem instane shows that, asymptotially, the bound of the lemma is a tight one. Theinstane onsists of a number m of proessors and a number 2m of jobs whose operations are shown inFigure 1. The �rst m jobs onsist of two operations, one long operation of length M � m+1m and one shortoperation of length 1m . The last m jobs onsist of exatly m short operations eah, of length 1m . LetM = m(m�1). The optimal shedule, shown in Figure 2(a), is suh that proessor x; x = 1; � � � ;m, exeutesexatly two jobs, say jobs x and x +m. This shedule has length Coptmax = M = m(m � 1). On the otherhand, it is easy to see that under algorithm LS1, it is possible for one proessor, say proessor 1, to beassigned jobs 1 through m+ 1, while proessor x; x = 2; � � � ;m, is assigned only one of the last m� 1 jobs.Suh a shedule is illustrated in Figure 2(b), and has lengthCLS1max = 2 + m�M � m+ 1m � = mM � (m� 1) = m2(m� 1)� (m� 1) (14)Then, CLS1maxCoptmax = m2(m� 1)� (m� 1)m(m� 1) = m � 1m: (15)8
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37777777777777777775Figure 1: Problem instane that asymptotially ahieves the upper bound of Lemma 54.2.2 List Sheduling, version 2We now present a di�erent version of list sheduling whih yields a 2-approximation algorithm for the non-preemptive problem.Algorithm LS2 (List sheduling, version 2)The n jobs Jd; d = 1; � � � ; n, are initially arranged in a list L. The operations of eah job Jd are also arrangedin a list Ld. A list lx is also assoiated with eah proessor x, and it is initialized to the empty list. Considera proessor x that beomes idle at time t, and let Osd be the operation that was just ompleted by theproessor. Proessor x selets an operation to proess next by taking the following three steps in the orderpresented:1. if there exists an operation Osd0 ; d0 6= d, in the proessor's list lx, it is removed from the list and xstarts proessing this operation at time t (note that operation Osd0 is shedulable on x at time t, sinesheduling it does not violate onstraint C2).2. if no operation Osd0 is found in Step 1, x starts proessing any other shedulable operation in its listlx, and the operation is removed from the list.3. If no operation is found in the �rst two steps, list L is sanned. If L is empty, the algorithm terminates.Otherwise, let Jd0 be the �rst job in L with an operation that is shedulable on proessor x at time t,if one exists. Job Jd0 is removed from L, and its list of operations Ld0 is appended to proessor x's listlx. Proessor x starts proessing the �rst shedulable operation in its new list lx, and the operation isremoved from lx.If no shedulable operation is found at the end of the third step, proessor x remains idle until time t0 > tat whih another proessor y that was busy at time t ompletes its operation. At time t0, proessors x9
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(b) Schedule under algorithm LS1Figure 2: (a)Optimal shedule and (b) worst ase shedule produed by algorithm LS1 for the instaneshown in Figure 1and y eah repeat the above proedure to selet a new shedulable operation to proess. (Ties are brokenarbitrarily.)Lemma 6 Algorithm LS2 is a 2-approximation algorithm for instanes of the non-preemptive SWA problemfor whih no operation has zero proessing time (i.e., psd > 0 8 s; d).Proof. Corretness. By onstrution, the algorithm satis�es onstraint C3. The fat that when the �rstoperation of a job Jd is shedulable on a proessor x, the job is removed from list L and is appended toproessor x's list, ensures that onstraint C1 is not violated. Finally, the requirement that a proessor,upon beoming idle, selets a shedulable operation for exeution, guarantees that the resulting shedule willsatisfy onstraint C2.Approximation Claim. Consider a shedule S built using algorithm LS2, and let Jd be the job that isthe last to be assigned to a proessor (i.e., all other jobs have been assigned to proessors before Jd). Let tbe the time when job Jd is assigned to a proessor. We laim that no proessor is idle before time t. To seethat the laim is true, assume that a proessor y beame idle at time t0 < t. Note now that at most m� 1di�erent operations were being proessed at time t0, one at eah of the other proessors. By assumption, Jd10



inludes n > m� 1 non-zero operations, and n�m+ 1 of these operations are shedulable on y at time t0.Thus, under algorithm LS2, job Jd should have been assigned to y at that point, ontradition.At time t, all jobs have been assigned to proessors. Let P = fJ1; � � � ;Jmg be the partition of the job setJ suh that Jx is the subset of jobs that have been assigned by the algorithm to proessor x; x = 1; � � � ;m. Letpsd(t) be the amount of proessing that operation Osd has reeived up to time t. Consider a new shedulingproblem with m proessors and n jobs J 0s, where eah job is a set of operations, J 0s = fO0s1; � � � ; O0smg, andthe proessing time of operation O0sx is given by:p0sx = Xd2Jx (psd � psd(t)) : (16)This new problem is an instane of open-shop sheduling [9℄ with m proessors and n jobs J 0s, whereeah job has a single operation O0sx to be exeuted on eah proessor x. We now observe that algorithmLS2 is also a list sheduling algorithm for this open-shop problem. To see this, onsider a proessor x thatbeomes idle at time t0 > t. Sine the last job was assigned to some proessor at time t, no new jobs will beassigned to x at or after time t0. Let Osd be the operation that was just ompleted by x at time t0. Beauseof the �rst step in seleting a new job under algorithm LS2, if there is another job Osd0 in list lx, x will startproessing Osd0 at time t0. When x beomes idle again, the same seletion proess will be repeated untilall operations Osd0 with the same soure s in list lx are ompleted (note that eah of these operations areshedulable on x at the instant the previous one is ompleted). Thus, these operations Osd0 will be exeutedbak-to-bak, in some order, without interruption, and no operations with the same soure will be added tolist lx after time t0. But all these operations Osd0 are part of the operation O0sx of job J 0s in the open shopproblem. Consequently, operation O0sx will be exeuted without preemption on proessor x by algorithmLS2. Therefore, algorithm LS2 is a list sheduling algorithm for the open-shop problem.Let D0max (respetively, S0max) denote the maximum omputation time assoiated with any proessor(resp., soure) in the open-shop problem. Sine there is no idle time in the shedule onstruted by algorithmLS2 until time t, we have that (note that we give the problem to whih the various parameters are relatedin parentheses, OS for open-shop, and SWA for the original SWA problem):Coptmax(SWA) � t + maxfD0max; S0maxg (17)Sine LS2 is a list sheduling algorithm for the open-shop problem, we also have that:CLS2max(OS) � 2 maxfD0max; S0maxg � 2 Coptmax(OS) (18)Finally, we get the desired result as follows:CLS2max(SWA) = t + CLS2max(OS) � t + 2 maxfD0max; S0maxg� t + Coptmax(SWA) + maxfD0max; S0maxg � 2 Coptmax(SWA) (19)
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Now assume that some of the operations in the original non-preemptive SWA problem are zero. Withoutloss of generality, assume that eah job Jd onsists of at least one operation of non-zero length (otherwise,we an remove this job reduing the problem into an equivalent one with m proessors and n� 1 jobs). Wean obtain a shedule that is at most twie the optimum one for this problem by taking the following threesteps. First, replae all zero-length operations with ones of length equal to � > 0. Then, run algorithm LS2on this new instane of the SWA problem for whih no operation has zero proessing time. Finally, removefrom the shedule obtained by algorithm LS2 all operations that are of zero proessing time in the originalproblem.To see that this shedule is at most twie the optimum for the original SWA problem (the one with someoperation of zero length), we observe that at most n(n� 1) operations are added to the problem instane inthe �rst step. Now note that a shedule for the new problem an be obtained by sequentially proessing then(n� 1) operations on one proessor after the end of the optimal shedule for the original problem, thus:Coptmax(new) � Coptmax(original) + n(n� 1) � (20)The optimum shedule for the new problem is at most equal to this shedule. Sine at the third step of thealgorithm we remove some operations from the shedule produed by LS2, we have that:CLS2max(original) � CLS2max(new) � 2 Coptmax(new)� 2 Coptmax(original) + 2 n(n� 1) � (21)By seleting an appropriate value for �, we see that the shedule obtained in this way for the original problemis at most twie the optimal shedule plus a onstant.Finally, we note that algorithm LS2 is valid in an on-line ontext, where the jobs are not known inadvane but appear one after the other.5 Conluding RemarksWe onsidered the Sheduling and Wavelength Assignment (SWA) problem whih has appliations in paket-swithed optial WDM networks. We proved that the SWA problem is NP-hard for both the preemptiveand the non-preemptive ases. Furthermore, we propose two eÆient approximation algorithms. For thepreemptive ase, we desribed an eÆient approximation algorithm based on a natural deomposition of theproblem. For the non-preemptive ase, we presented two list sheduling algorithms, the seond of whih isa 2-approximation algorithm for both the o�-line and the on-line ontexts.
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